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Hi, my name is Red Green. I am taking over for Paul Campbell this month as he is having a bad 
attack of Montazuma's Revenge from his trip to Mexico. Anyway, I want to talk to you guys out 
there. You know how it is when you spent a whole night looking at your favourite object and then 
the next night, you take your wife out to show her how wonderful it is, and you can't find it. 
You spend hours hunting for it, but let's face it, you're lost. Okay guys, you could ask the other guys 
where it is, but you can't, 'cuz the little woman is with ya, and you don ' t want to look dumb in front 
of her by asking for directions. Whatta ya do? 

Simple. There's a whole lot of things you can do. First of all, blame your equipment, if the women 
don' t find you handsome, they should at least find you handy, so the wife might call you on this one. 
So, other than duct taping the entire scope, this might not be a good idea. No, the best idea is to put 
it on something in the field, even if it is just a star, and you can tell her this is the star of Bethlehem 
and it's just moved a long ways away. Or some other stuff like, this was the star that went nova on 
your last birthday and was named after you. That might impress her. Just be careful to keep the star 
charts away from her. Whatever you come up with, make sure it's the grandest thing you've ever 
seen. By this time, she will be so confused as to why exactly you dragged her out here in the first 
place, going home will impress her. 

Remember guys, I'm pulling for ya. We're all in this together. 

"Now lookit the blank, 
grey screen and visualize 

averted vision ." 

- Red Green 

If there is anyone who would like 
to make a presentation at an 

upcoming meeting, then 
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Scientists discover the largest cloud of methane in space! 

MIll or, THE COW NEBULA, 
the newest Messier object discovered in many years ... 
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- as reported by ace starBUST Reporter, 
Never Lonely ... 
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There we were, the usual cadre of hard core observers, 
out at the Dark Site on a marginal evening. The scattered 
cloud mixed with snow was playing havoc with our 
attempts to complete the first tour of "Bucky's Finest 
100, The World's Most Incisive List of Were'd 
AstronomicaIObjects". It's a new observing list covering 
objects with associations to rodents, wolves, bats and other 
transformed creatures. 

"I think I've spotted Cerberus J 687", called Old Eagle 
Eye. "It's by that small greenish cloud going though 
Lupus. If you squint a bit, you can sort of see the batwing 
shape." 

"That's not a cloud dummy!" replied Polisher Grinder, 
"It's a small patch of aurora." Grinder was out for one of 
his few forays this year, having finally gotten the rough 
curve set for the massive 60-inch mirror that Legal Beagle 
had ordered. "Lets hope its just normal aurora and not a 
precursor to a Bucky outbreak. The last auroral storm 
that followed our local werebeaver out here damn near 
blinded me." 

"Cloud or aurora, who gives a dam?" Quipped Beagle 
from beside his old, but not quite large enough, 40-inch 
scope. Puns are not his strong suit. "It wood be just like 
him to show up tonight and ruin a perfectly good sky. I'll 
chew him out if he does ." Now that was more like it! 
Beagle actually seemed to be developing a sense of humor 
in his retirement. He then ruined the impression by 
remarking " If you look just to the right of that 16th 
magnitude star next to Alpha Vulpecula you can just make 
out the paired nebulosity of the Hare 's Teeth." 

"You and your light bucket." I groaned. "OK, so that 's 
another two off the list. Now let's see if we can find that 
galaxy in Strongman that's supposed to look like a broad, 
flat tail." 

We were making slow but steady progress on Bucky's 
Finest 100. Object numbers 12 and 13 had been found. 
This list was proving to be quite a challenge though. Not 
all of the objects listed were as obvious to the eye as the 
Batwing and Hare's Teeth. In fact, some of them required 
quite a bit of imagination, not to mention inverted vision, 
in order to make out the shape noted in the new observing 
list. 

The Flying Frenchman, our new Observing coordinator, 
had produced the li st at the last Club meeting. He'd told 
us that Bucky had e-mailed him the list the other day. He 
thought that it might be more fun to do than getting 
another Sloppy Certificate or, God forbid, looking for 
objects on the hated Sir Paddy's List. 

The amazing thing was that Frenchy had made it to a 
meeting for a change. We all berated him for spending 
so much time flitting around the country in a vain attempt 
to get that oversized router, masquerading as a new Forces 
helicopter, off the ground. He kept bleating about offshore 
contractors and delivery slippage, but we all wondered 
just how much was smoke screen ... 
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Eville Twinn, our resident computer whiz had spent a 
little time charting Frenchy's absences and correlating 
them with the lunar cycle. Things were beginning to 
look a bit suspicious. Full moons turned up far too often 
in relation to Frenchy's trips elsewhere. This year we 
thought for sure we'd get confmnation of our guesses. 

With blue moons in both January and March, we knew 
Bucky would be around in all his transformed glory. In 
fact, we were ki nd of hopi ng he ' d take care of a 
particularly large tree at the south end of the dark site. 
We knew the parks people would land on us like a ton of 
bricks if we chain sawed it off, but beaver sign would get 
them to look the other way. Anyway, we knew who Bucky 
was, but as I noted in my article a couple of years ago, we 
had reason to believe that the werebeaver syndrome had 
infected somebody else local, prior to Bucky's encounter. 
We just didn' t know who. 

Data analysis of Frenchy's disappearances were slowly 
pointing the finger in his direction. But we needed definite 
confirmation before confronting him. We'd hate to ban 
yet another good observer to Waskehegan, but the auroral 
displays associated with a werebeaver 's appearance are 
too bright. If Bucky showed up while Frenchy was away, 
we were planning to hold on to him for a couple of hours 
and send out the snoops looking for signs of another 
werebeaver. It may seem a bit underhanded, but really 
bright aurora were just getting too dam common lately. 
In fact, that's why we were out doing Bucky's list in 
scattered snow showers. The last two windows had been 
a write off due to aurora as far as the southern horizon. 
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Besides, we didn ' t think banishment to Waskehegan 
would be a particular hardship for Frenchy. He'd been 
gradually trending towards more and more challenging 
observing anyway. I mean after finding Pal 13 through 
12 feet of ground fog and achieving his Finest 5,000 NGCs 
certificate, what was left for him to do? A little light 
pollution would simply add to the challenge. 

"Hey Three Phase! When are those kindergarten scopes 
supposed to be done?" called McWordy from over by the 
picnic shelter. "You've been at them for two years now." 

"Get off my case! You're not the Prez anymore." I 
retorted. "Besides, we' re making great progress. Things 
will really improve when our machinist gives us the 
shafts." 

"Speaking of giving people shafts. Did you hear the one 
about Wee Willy and Harmonica where Wee Willy .. ... " 
Eye was drowned out by a chorus of catcalls. We 'd all 
heard enough Wee Willy jokes to last us a lifetime. 

"Yeah, speaking of shafts, where is that tree you want 
removed?" Carne a voice from the dark. 

"Bucky!!" we all cried. "How's the hibernatin ' been 
going." I asked. 

"I didn't snooze one bit this year." replied the furry form 
that waddled out of the woods. "I saved all my wooden 
nickels and took a trip to a warmer climate and southern 
skies. New Seal land had a resident were beaver for three 
months." 

"Good deal!" piped up Grinder, "But how do you get a 
tan through all that fur? And didn't you find it a bit 
warm?" 

"Nah!" replied Bucky. "I spent lots of time fishing and 
stayed away from the beaches. Sand dries up my tail too 
much." 

"Has the opposite effect on most guys tail." Retorted 
Beagle. Jeeze, the guy is starting to get the hang of it. 

''Wait a minute!" I said. "Bucky, when did you get back?" 
"Yesterday." was the reply. 

' 'We Got Him!" I yelled. "If Bucky's been away ' till 



yesterday, where did Frenchy get that list? And why has 
the aurora been so bad for the last three months?" 
Suspicion was turning into certainty. 

"Here comes the blighter now!" noted Grinder, and sure 
enough, a truck rol1ed into the parking lot, came to a stop 
and disgorged its occupant. It was Frenchy al1 right. 

"What's goin' on guys? I tot I was de only one '0 came 
out 'ere when de sky was like dis. When did you guys 
take up observin trew sucker holse?" said Frenchy, as he 
approached the group. "And why you al1lookin' at me 
like dat? You tink I stole a power tool or sometin'?" 

"Check him for fur!" somebody yel1ed. "Now we know 
why he likes woodwork so much!" called another. "Off 
to Waskahegan!" cried a third. 

"Hang on there folks!." said Bucky "Don't be too hasty. I 
wel1 know this is prime transformation time. Frenchy 
isn' t wearing a fur coat and although a bit over large, 
those front teeth are stil1 pretty much human. He doesn't 
look like a werebeaver to me." 

" Rats! And Double Rats!! He was such a good 
candidate!" I said. "Now what? We' ll have to start our 
moon phase correlations allover again. Who do we blame 
for the lousy aurora now? " 

"Quick!" Called Eye, "The aurora's back so let's take 
attendance. Maybe we can eliminate a few from the 
suspect list." 

"Who's not here might work better." replied Grinder. "I 
haven't seen Fuzzy Crossbearer since he completed his 
observing hut. And those Pair of Poets often skip nights 
when the moon is up early." 

"Yeah, and how about the fact that Silver Fox seems to 
do all her observing at her acreage lately." Quipped a 
voice in the dark. "And Hot Dog Floridman never seems 
to leave the city either." 

"I find it suspicious that Mr. Snapshooter keeps saying 
that it's light pol1ution that stops him from coming here 
any more." Noted Spear Stitcher our newbie 
astrophotographer. "I seem to be able to take the odd 
photo here." 

"Listing absentee observers won ' t work." I replied, 
"Bucky's here. Any aurora tonight can be attributed to 
his presence." 

Just then, a resounding crash signaled the end of the target 
tree. "Good work Bucky!" cal1ed out Eye. But Bucky 
replied "That wasn't me. I'm still here in the parking 
lot." 

We all turned south just in time to see a shadowy figure 
waddle off into the woods. Looking at each other, we 
realized we now at least had a smal1 list of who the other 
werebeaver wasn' t. Fat lot of good that did us. There 
were still far too many possibilities out there and another 
blue moon is a ways off. It looked like solving the puzzle 
would have to wait. 

Frenchy turned to unpack his scope, muttering under his 
breath about lynchings and being guilty until proving 
innocent. We all apologized profusely for jumping to 
conclusions and soon enough harmony returned to the 
dark scene. That is, until Frenchy took out this welder's 
goggles and explained that he was going to do his Sloppy 
List over again, but this time with a bit of added challenge. 
We damn near killed him! We did keep the welder 's 
goggles though, figuring that Beagle will need them, along 
with a 20-ft stepladder, for lunar observing ~hrough his 
monster scope. 

- Three Phase 
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Although I am enjoying a long and happy marriage with my 8-inch Newtonian, our 
relationship is not a monogamous one. I often stray to the telescopes I work with at the 

Edmonton Space & Science Centre's Public Observatory, or am tempted by tbe scopes of 
others I may meet at star parties. The sorry fact is, I can be seduced by darn near any loose 

telescope I may bappen upon. 

My problem arises when I "swing both ways" and fall victim to the perverse cbarms of 
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes (SCTs), star diagonals or, worse still, right angle finders, 

which seem to work best when the mind is turned inside out. Their mirror-reversed images 
frequently reduce my brain to a quivering mass of impotent mush. Long term exposure to 

such contrary devices can lead to Reverse Image Dementia Syndrome (RIDS) or its dreaded 
mutant cousin, Schmidt-Cassegrain Inversion Dementia Syndrome (SCIDS). 

Protective measures against these forms of lunacy, other than total abstention, are typically 
some variation of "expert" advice sucb as tbe following, taken from a popular astronomy 

magazine: 

" ... you can photocopy the map, turn the copy over, and view a mirror image of the printing 
by shining a flashlight up through the paper." 

Such convoluted "protection" is nearly as dangerous to one's mental health as tbe original 
problem. 

Happily, I have a much simpler solution. Since mirror reversal is the problem in the 
eyepiece, why not use a small vanity mirror when vi~wing one's sky map? The star chart is 

then itself back wards and, if desired, upside down. While labels are harder to read, the 
stars are correctly oriented. With this simple accessory, star-hopping no longer requires 
the sort of mental gymnastics that are currently the bane of so many SCT lovers. Just a 

thin film of reflective coating between me and my star map keeps my brain in its present 
state of precarious instability. 

bJ7 Btllce Mc'WlJrdy 

~~[J[J ~~ ~[gJA 0 @W~~@~ @@~~ 

~D~~@~ [!A'!]D~~@~ D~ ~[gJ~ @@@~~~ 



Speaking of poetry : 
Here 's a poem from Old Three Phase for the April Issue . 

The one L Larry's a friend of mine. 
The two L LLarry's an observer fine . 

But the children's game, I've heard from Barry, 
Definitely has no three L LLLarry . 

With apologies to American poet Ogden Nash who once 
wrote: 

The one L lama he's a priest. 
The two L llama he's a beast. 
But I will bet a silk pajama , 

There isn 't any three L lliama . 

The last line of course reffering to a type of conflagration . 
Yech!! 
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Astronomers! 

Make sure you rejoin the RASC by December 31,1999. 

In this year of the Millennium Bug, there is a lot of activity to correct a problem known for decades, and 
that is the Y2K bug. This insidious programming error has infiltrated everything. During independent testing 
of our computer programs, we were shocked to find out that the Observer's Handbook is not Y2K compliant! 

This handy reference item, used by astronomers the world over, will not be able to handle the date 
change. Nowhere in the entire book is there a date referring to January 1,2000. In fact, in areas where the 
date change is attempted, we get very strange dates indeed. 

Check out page 77 of the 1999 Observer's Handbook, which lists the ephemeris for the Sun. One can 
see that in an effort to get to January 1,2000, the Handbook failed and came up with December 32, 1999, a 
completely erroneous result. 

The only way to correct this problem, is to upgrade your Handbook to one that is Y2K compliant. 

Therefore, all members should ensure that membership renewal is accomplished prior to January 1, 
2000. This expensive option is the only one available to members wishing to keep their Y2K compliance. 

Unfortunately, while the Observer's Handbook could not meet Y2K compliance in time for the Millennium 
change, research and work is presently underway for the next big date change dubbed the YI0K bug where 
five digits will be required. We will keep the membership advised of any advances in our research . 

- Paul "1 can't help it, 1 think like this" Campbel~ aka "Harold" ... 



Observer's Guide to 
Astrophobias ... 

We all have our own secret fears. Some of us are afraid of heights, some of 
us are afraid of confined spaces, and some of us are afraid of Bill Matheson. 
While cruising the web, I found a site that has a list with dozens of phobias 
(www.ojohaven.comlfunlphobias.html). Here are some of the fears 
that may be appropriate to our vocation: 

Apeirophobia: Fear of infinity. 
Barophobia: Fear of gravity. 
Cometophobia: Fear of comets. 
Eisoptrophobia: Fear of mirrors. 
Eosophobia: Fear of dawn. 
Erythrophobia: 1) Fear of red lights. 2) Fear of blushing. 
Heliophobia: Fear of the sun. 
Lunaphobia: Fear of the moon. 
Lygophobia: Fear of darkness. 
Meteorophobia: Fear of meteors or meteorites 
Nephophobia: Fear of clouds. 
Noctiphobia: Fear of the night. 
Nyctophobia: Fear of the dark or of night. Synonyms: Achluophobia, 
Scotophobia. 
Phenogophobia: Fear of daylight 
Photalgiophobia: Fear of photalgin, pain in the eyes caused by light. 
Photophobia: Fear of light. Fear of (strong) Ught. 
Sciophobia: Fear of shadows. 
Selaphobia: Fear of light flashes. 
Siderophobia: Fear of stars. 
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Here are a few more that the psychiatric community may have missed: 

Runwaytwentyninophobia: Fear of an RASe meeting going on too long. 
Imageekophobia: Fear of being seen by society as an astronomy nerd. 
Dripophobia: Fear of excess dew forming on your telescope. See also Imageekaphobia. 
Microphallicophobia: Fear of having the smallest telescope at a star party. 
Imaduffosophobia: Fear of not understanding a word the guest speaker is saying. 
%@*?!ophobia: Fear that all the AV equipment will break down during your 
presentation, except the microphone. 
Dougophobia: Fear of having your presentation introduced by ShirLee Adamson. 
Larryophobia: Fear of not being able to see something that someone else says is obvious. 
Larrylarryophobia: Fear of not being able to see something that someone else says is twice as obvious as 
the other thing you couldn' t see. 
Tweakophobia: Fear of collimating or adjusting your telescope. 
Snowpantophobia: Fear that your buddies will make fun of your observing clothes. 
Igottapeeophobia: Fear that you will have to, um ... you know, while observing in the middle of some pitch
dark, god-forsaken parking lot with six layers of clothing between you and mother nature. 
Igottapooophobia: See above. 
Tirnhortonophobia: Fear that you will get raspberry filling on your Nagler. 
Utcophobia: Fear of preparing for three months to see a rare astronomical event, only to find out that it 
took place the night before. 
Tdirnhcsophobia: Fear that your vision will become permanently inside-out and mirror-reversed. 
Bolidophobia: Fear that you will be looking in the wrong direction when the fireball of the millenium flies 
across the sky. 
Marsdenophobia: Fear of phoning in your discovery of a galactic supernova, only to find out you should 
be paying more attention to the position of the planets. 
Expertophobia: Fear that someone at a party will find out you're an astronomer and ask you to explain 
quantum gravity. 
Horophobia: Fear that someone at a party will find out you're an astronomer and ask you to draw up their 
horoscope. 
Imadweebophobia: Fear that someone at a party will find out you're an astronomer and run away. See also 
Imageekophobia. 
Imanerdophobia: Fear that no one will invite you to their parties because you're an astronomer. 

Got any personal astronomy fears that are not included? I'm sure we'd love to know. Or, maybe just keep 
them to yourself... 
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WHAT'S BREWING WIlli BRUCE? 
Your 'Community Clairvoyant Astronomer' 

Bruce Rimstone, PhDee. 

Ever wonder why you can't see anything in the dark and everyone else can? 
Are you just an 'impostor' astronomer who is stili .I'rilJd of the dark.? 
Where are we going to. anyways? 

If you have ever. ever asked yourself any of these questions or something sort of 
vaguely similar perhaps you are maybe a solid candidate for our program. Please fax 
microfilm of last university transcript. 

QuX'/Wmbhaps Spdn"99 lwutbcrpo"dllb'gl 

101. Fireball Prophecy: Be There! (1rutru .. 1or: B. Rimstone. PhDee.l 
102.. Ught-Unes to Your DestIny: Have your palm Infra-read! 
un. Comins Pace to Pace with your Own Inner Celestial Map (lNtr. Mi..w. D. Gree,) 
104.. Observing With The 1ldrd Bye (iNtr: Lobl&Ill Wood) 

105. 15 Bisgcr Better or BesPr BHter7 ? (N.poleon D. Brew. U. ot W.le·dew) 
106. Ouija-Scopes and OUIJa-Sphetes: aeaUns the universe by sense of touch 

high-tech reaches its zenith through a variety of 2bt century mUlti-media 
Ilmtr: Mib HundtinliOn) woodm protractor required: 

1111: The-Astnmomar"s Wq: the celestial path to clear visions. Re-create andent 
geocentrtc celestial maps with Etch-a-Slcetch while spealdng only early Greek 
and Arabic under your breath. (111m. S.M.Ooud) 

108.. ObselVinS with Schmktt-Cusepin Telescopes ()1Itlr. 00 1'Ichmi.ttit) 
109. Aroma-Astronomy I Aromastronorny (Amer.) : Aromatherapy / New-Age Audio 

Is there olefactonal evidence ot an Intlattonary unIverse? 
Can smelling our past predict our future? 
Can canines help us beyond the Planck Wall? 
Ever. ever want to really. really sniff out that globular cluster? 
(Instr. Dr. Cane Svet\ltid and Kolov the Dog) 

Graduates Will recieve B.W.B. c::erttflcatIon 

• T.?ught me haw la pn!'dict Ihe ~ather' J~'" 7hennltng 
• Helped me mn the '97 e/ectir.m·.I C 
• Off lIii/sra ~nd anta lieS'" • (n.~me m/hhe/d but Wl!i/~' i/ toque ~r round) 
• Enhilnced ~y niltura/ ilb/lily to p,~dict pI1i1se~' of I/Je moan • umpbeJJ a FilfrkJus 
'Jmprtwed my speling.· £d Ditter 

There is plenty of interesting astronClmy to do that does not re~uire expensive 
eqUipment. knowledge. talent or sk.lll. Cultivate your Inner Eye and Sensory Polarity 
Superconsdousness. LOOSE youself to FINDE your personal bliss, your Personal 
Polaris. Visit the Website' 
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SAN JOSE, CA - In what observers are calling a new 
low in trademark litigation, Motorola has launched a $25 
million law suit against all companies which produce 
astronomy charts or astronomy charting software. 
Motorola, which trademarked seven dots representing the 
Big Dipper for its new Iridium global telephone system, 
claims that by showing the Big Dipper in their products, 
the affected companies are infringing on Motorola's 
trademark. 

Astronomers are positively outraged. Speaking on behalf 
of Sky Publishing Inc., a star chart publisher, Billy Tirion 
was indignant. "We're positively outraged! Star charts 
have been around for thousands of years! The Big Dipper 
belongs to nobody!" 

John Shapiro, legal counsel for Motorola and part-time 
ambulance chaser, disagreed. "The Big Dipper is now a 
Motorola trademark, and will always be property of 
Motorola. However, to be reasonable we are trying to 
settle out of court. We are prepared to offer the offending 
companies a licensing agreement, by which they can pay 
big bucks to use the Iridium logo in their star charts. To 
take advantage of this generous offer, offenders must 
simply insert a Motorola advertisement into the star chart 
itself, just below the Iridium logo (formerly known as 
'the Big Dipper ' ), and pay an annual licensing fee of 
$80,000 per star." 

Perky Motorola public relations officer, Jenny Madison, 
offered an olive branch to the affected companies and 
positively outraged astronomers: "To help ease tensions, 
Motorola will be installing Sky Wrecker spotlights in all 
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major North American and European cities. These will 
shine seven bright beams of light onto the seven stars of 
the Iridium Logo (formerly the Big Dipper)! This way, 
even when it's cloudy, astronomers will still be able to 
enjoy the beauty of the Big Dipp... I mean the Iridium 
logo, and know which way is north!" 

Trademarking the Big Dipper isn't the first time Motorola 
has upset astronomers. When the Iridium phone system 
was first activated in 1998, the satellite radio signals 
interfered with the Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto Rico, 
making the telescope nearly impossible to use. While 
astronomers were positively outraged, Motorola chairman 
Frank Maxxiato had little sympathy. "We really don't 
see where astronomers get off, thinking they own the air 
waves! And just what do they think they ' ll pick up with 
that thing anyway? Alien rock music?! They'd make 
more money if they just paved that dish, and turned it 
into a skateboard park!" 

Astronomers are not taking the challenge sitting down, 
however. Interpol has been monitoring a group of rogue 
astronomers in Canada who are building a "death ray" to 
destroy the Iridium satellites. Our informant, Deep 
Retina, claims that the group has aluminized a number 
of old satellite dishes, and plans to melt the Iridium 
satellites in orbit. Not to be taken lightly, this group is 
believed to be responsible for destroying the Russian space 
mirror Znmaya (Russian for "cockamamie idea"). During 
Znmaya's deployment, an errant instruction was sent 
causing the Progress module's antenna to deploy, colliding 
with Znmaya and resulting in it's destruction. "We'll fry 
'em up good!" exclaimed Deep Retina. 

Unfortunately for astronomers, the nightmare may have 
just begun. Cadbury Inc., makers of Mars Bars, and 
Disney Studios, creators of the cartoon dog "Pluto", has 
already announced that they will launch similar suits 
should Motorola be successful. 

Mazziato underscored the power of the marketing 
Motorola hopes to accomplish in a final comment: 
"Someday, children will look north in the night sky and 
say "Look! There's the Iridium logo!" 

The case is scheduled to go before the Court on May 18th. 



Winter observing has finally come to an end. 
Warm nights and clear skies will provide an 
opportunity to renew our love of the celestial wonders 
without the bitter cold and the need for heavy clothing. 
As for the last month of winter, the number of good 
observing nights amounts to only a few. The 
conjunction of the moon and planets presented an 
opportunity for a great photograph and a special eye 
catching event to many new observers. On the 16th 
of March, Larry and I chanced a trip to Blackfoot as 
weather indications pointed toward clear skies. We 
were rewarded with a decent night of observing. I 
left by 04:00 and Larry by 05:00. We caught comet 
Linear M5 (9.7 mag) and Williams (12.9 mag) but 
failed to positively identify P/Jager (10.9 mag). Armed 
with a good star chart around 03:00, I attempted to 
find Pluto. Having just clear the trees and still in a 
somewhat hazy sky condition, Pluto appeared faint 
but easily identifiable among fainter stars. Larry also 
found it in his 12-Y2 inch scope. 

Many club members showed up on Friday to 
be greeted with poor viewing conditions. Frank 
Florian was also out with some of his students. Peter 
Smith showed up with his 16". Mike Hoskinson made 
the trip hoping for good skies. Murray Paulson was 
also out with his son. The only objects seen were 
straight up or bright Messiers. I found and confmned 
comet P/Jager. The night turned into an opportunity 
to chat about telescopes and better observing 
conditions. 

Saturday night turned out to be a good night 
as reported by Larry. Many observers attended under 
clear and favorable skies. Sharon Tansey was looking 
for JE 1. Larry chased some faint galaxies. Overall, 
it certainly appears that a good night of observing 
was enjoyed by many. 

Please report your observing via email, 
telephone or written form. My report is a good way 
to pass on your observations. 

Now for the silly month of April, view Pluto 
as a planet for the last time but more important a 
published report has stated that the Y2K bug will reset 
all star databases to 1900-epoch causing all 
astronomers to report a multitude of novas. Finally 
Don Schuh's brother has finished polishing his 40" 
mirror and plans to unveil the finalized scope at the 
next Kobau Star Party! Smile and hope for clear 
skies. 

- Denee Bouche, eh? 
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